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Yellowstone Lake in Yellowstone National Park, Wyoo^, has for many
years been known for its production of black-spotted or cutthroat
trout ( Salmo clarkii lewisi), the only species of game fish presento
Few lakes in the United States offer recreational fishing equal to

that of Yellowstone lakee With over 100 miles of shoreline and 135
square miles of siirface, the lake affords good fly and bait fishing
and trolling from private and rented boats <> The success of anglers
fishing Yellowstone Lake in past years has caused an ever-increasing
number to visit its waters. Concurrent with the normal increase at-

tributed to successful fishing, there has been since World War II a

Nation-wide increase in travel c During each of the summer seasons of

19hO and 19lil^ approximately ^00,000 persons visited Yellowstone Park*
In the war years from 19U2 to 19h^} there was an expected decrease in
visitors which reached a low 100,000 in 19U3 and 19UUo Since the end
of the war there has been an ever-increasing nuiaber of visitors; since
19ii8, the annual number has never been less than a milliono

In conjunction with the increase in total visitors, there has been
a noticeable increase in the number of anglers » The effects on the
Yellowstone Lake fish population of this increased fishing effort has
become a problem of utmost concerno

Because of the problem of increased fishing pressure on Yellowstone
Lake, the Fish and Wildlife Service, at the request of the National Park
Service, initiated an extensive study to learn the effects of the in-
crease, and to make recommendations, based on their findings, for a plan
for a sustained yield fishery. This report is concerned with the results
of the first two years of creel census studies. The study was initiated
in 1950 and expanded in 19^1 for collecting data for the determination of
total armual fishing mortality. Data were collected in such a manner
that fishing effort and success could be analysed for relative annual and
intro-seasonal changes, and for differences between major fishing areas
of the lakeo

The expansion of the 1951 program entailed the development of a

practical method of censusing the Yellowstone Lake shoreline and the
Yellowstone River, This problem was solved by the mathematical deri-
vation of a census method included in this report as an appendixe

We are grateful to the National Park Service and the Yellowstone
Park Company officials and employees, for their enthusiastic cooperation
and interest in this study. To W. A. Dunn, Superintendent, U. S. Fish-
eries Station, Yellowstone Park, we are deeply indebted for his cooper-
ation in furnishing quarters and facilities for this project. Professor
A. H. Bowker of the Statistics Department, Stanford University;-, made sug-
gestions fcr the development of several features of the statistical presen-

tation o



FISHING PATTERN

Yellowstone Lake presents a varied pattern of fishing activities

although most of the angling is done from boats. Two large boat

liveries^ located at Fishing Bridge and West Thrimb, have rental boats

for anglerso Eight party-boats with guides are available for fishing
the deeper waters of the lake, and approxirately 130 rowboats for use
with outboard motors or oars can be rented for angling closer to shore.

During the 19^1 season, party-=boats with guides were also available at

Lake Dock immediately in front of Lake Hotel,

Two other groups of boats are used for trout fishing on Yellowstone
Lake, toe of these consists of private boats, some as long as 30 feet^

the maximiim length permitted on the lake, that are berthed for the

season at Fishing Bridges West Thumb, and Lake docks. The other category

of private boats includes the smaller craft brought into the Park on
trailers. These boats may be launched at any number of locations along
the thirty miles of lake shore accessible from the highway. Most of

these boats are kept on the lake for only a few days at a time, but many
are brought into the Park from nearby communities several to many times

during the season. Also considered in this category are rubber boats
which are present in considerable numberso

Although Yellowstone Lake has over 100 miles of shoreline, only a

30~mile section from West Thumb to the northeastern part of the lake is

readily accessible from the highway (fig, 1), Most of this section of

shoreline is fished to some extent throughout the season; however, some
areas are consistently more popular than others* Within this 30 miles
of shoreline is the outlet of Yellowstone Lake into the Yellowstone River,
Crossing this outlet is the famous Pishing Bridge on which anglers num-
bering up to a hundred can be seen at most any time during the season.
Because of this continuous concentration of anglers on the bridge, it has
been treated as a unit separate from the shoreline in this study. As
tagging studies have indicated that the fish in the Yellowstone River
above the Yellowstone Falls are of the same population as those in
Yellowstone Lake, the river fishery has been included as another unit
in the creel census program.

In order to efficiently sample the fishing activities, the different
aspects of the fishery were set up as individual units in accordance
with the fishing pattern.
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Figure 1« Map of Yellowstone Lake showing boat docks and prominent fishing

areas*



CENSUS METHOD

The aim of the census was to gather sufficient information from each
of the -units of the fishery to calculate a rate of catch-per-unit-effort
smd an accurate estimate of the total catch of black-spotted trout from
Yellowstone Lake and River. The data gathered from each fishing party
contacted by Fish and Wildlife Service personnel consisted of the number
of anglers in the party, the area of fishing, the total hours of actual
fishing for all anglers, and the total number of fish taken. With this
information, the average effort (number of hours spent by each person in
fishing), and the catch-per-unit-effort (number of fish taken in one hour
of fishing) could be calculated. Thus, with data concerning the total
number of persons fishing, the above rates could be applied and a reason-
able estimate of the fishing mortality or total catch could be madeo

By a systematic plan of sampling, the above data were collected from
each of the separate units of the fishery. In 1950, the data were grouped
by two-week periods so that natural changes in fishing success with pro-
gress of the season could be evaluated. In 19^1, however, the data were
collected by 2-week (biweekly) periods following the schedule shown in
table 1.

Table 1

Creel census schedule used during 19^1 season. The first day of
creel census was May 30, the opening day of the fishing season
in Yellowstone Park.

Days in biweekly period

Fishery Unit 12 3

Fishing Bridge Dock X
Fishing Bridge X
Complete River X
Complete Shoreline
Incomplete River

and Shoreline
West Thumb Dock* X XXX
»lVest Thumb dock was censused by Fish and Wildlife Service personnel
stationed at Arnica Creek field camp.

h S 6



Calculations for most units were based on the assumption that the

mean of the sampled days in each biweekly period would be representative
of all days in that period. Accurate figures on the rowboats and party
guideboats and the number of anglers using these facilities were obtained

from the boat concessionaire,, the Yellowstone Park Companyo Thus the cal=
culated means for each biweekly period could be applied to the biweekly
totals furnished by the Yellowstone Park Company for deriving the biweekly
estimates

o

As each unit of the Yellowstone Lake fishery has problems which are

unique, and to simplify the presentation of the census results., the indi=
vidual units have been treated and analysed separatelyo

FISHING BRIDGE DOCK

Fishing Bridge dock is located on the Yellowstone River immediately
downstream from Fishing Bridge (figo l)o This is the largest and most
popular of the docks providing rental boatso The duration of each of the

rowboat and guideboat trips is recorded to the nearest tenth of an hour
by a recording clock o The Yellowstone Park Company also keeps a record
of the number of persons occupying each rented boato These data have
proven to be of great value^, for an accurate record of the length of each
boat trip and the number of persons making the trip is thus recorded for
each d^ of the season,

Rowboat Fishery?

The Fish and Wildlife Service observer at Fishing Bridge dock recorded
the total trip hours for each boat coming into the dock, the number of per=
sons actually engaged in fishing from the boat, and the total number of
fish taken by the fishing party. It was assumed that the trip hours approx=
imated the actual fishing hoursj for fishable water is encountered immed-
iately after leaving the dock. The area of the lake in which fishing was
done was also recorded. The observer was on duty at the dock from 8 a.m,
to 5 Pom, Another observer reported to the dock at 6 p,m. and remained
until all rental boats had been returned^ usually by 8 pom. In many
instances the data from boats which returned between 5 and 6 pom, were
recorded by the dock workers.

During the 19^0 season. Fishing Bridge dock was censused every other
dsy„ or seven times during each 2=week period. Because of limited person=
nel and an expanding research program, it was essential to reduce the nuj7i-=

ber of censuses during the 1951 season without materially reducing the ac-

curacy of our estimate. Setting up the hypothesis that there was no dif=
ference between the number of parties and persons interviewed on odd and

even census days when numbered consecutively from the first census day of

the season., an adjusted Chi=square test was made using one=half of the

season's total as the expected number. The results of this test are shown
in table 2,



Table 2

Chi-square test of 1950 data from Fishing Bridge Dock

Total QJdd Even Expected

Parties
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Figure 2. Biweekly of effort and catch-per-unit-effort plotted
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Fishing Bridge dock, 1950 and 1951.
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Table h

"t" test of catch-per-unit-effort and

effort, rowboat fishery. Fishing Bridge dock, 19^0 and 19^1
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As there was no Fish and Wildlife Service observer stationed at Lake

Dock, the values in the table for 1951 are based on accurate records kept

by guides in the fishing record books furnished by the Fish and Wildlife
Service.

Again, "t" tests of the grand means of the ri,eans of biweekly periods
for the two seasons were made for both rates of effort and catch-per=unit=
effort. As in the rowboat analysis, no significant difference was indi-
cated (table 6),

Table 6

"t" test of catch-per-unit-effort and
effort, guideboat fishery. Fishing Bridge Dock^ 1950, 1951

Effort

Year 19^0 1951 1950 1951

Biweekly means

Catch-per=
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WEST THUMB DOCK

Rowboats s

This dock is located on the west shore of West Thumb, and is consid-

erably more isolated from the tourist centers than is Fishing Bridge dock.

About 35 rowboats were available for rent at West Thumb dock during each

of the seasons of 1950 and 1951. The census was conducted here in the same

manner and pattern as was that for Fishing Bridge dockj that is^ every

other day during the 1950 season, and four times each 2-week period during

the 1951 season.

The resulting data for the two years are summarized in table 7«

A graph of the rates of effort and catch-per=unit=effort for 1950
and 1951 (fig. 6) are similar to those of Fishing Bridge dock in that they

also are nearly equal for the two years. The "t" test was applied to the

grand means of the biweekly means of 1950 and 1951 i'or both the rate of

effort and catch=per=unit-effort (table 8). Neither rate showed signif=

leant differences between years. Again^ increase in catch is apparently

directly related to the increase in niimber of fishermen and fishing

effort (figs. 7 and 8), As at Fishing Bridge, this unit of the fishery
does not indicate any change in the number of fish available to the fish-
ermen utilizing the rental boat facilities at West Thumb dock.

Table 8

"t" test of catch-per-unit=effort and
effort, rowboat fishery. West Thumb dock, 1950 and 1951

Effort

1950 1951

2.7U 2.I1O

2.92 2.38
3.21 2.75
3.06 2.91
3.13 3.12
3.01 3.01
2.38 2.79

2.9211i 2.7657

7 7

1.013

12
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Guideboats;

Throughout most of the 1950 season and during the first half of the
1951 season two guideboats operated from the West Thumb dock; during the
latter half of the 1951 season, only one boat was available at this lo-
cation. The guideboats operating from this dock seldom fish in waters
outside of the West Thumb (fig. 1). The data furnished by the fishing
record books were used as the basis of estimates for the season. Guide-
boat estimates are summarized for the two seasons in table 9,

The application of the "t" test to the grand means of the biweekly
means of both seasons for both the rate of effort and catch-per-unit-
effort indicated no significant difference between the two years
(table 10).

Table 10

"t" test of catch-per-unit-effort and
effort, guideboat fishery, West Thumb dock, 1950 and 19^1

Year

Biweekly means

Catch-per-



FISHING BRIDGE

Fishing Bridge presented a problem unlike that of any other unit of

the Yellowstone Lake fishery. At times there are from 80 to 100 anglers

fishing from the Bridge, The continual movement of these anglers to and

from the bridge made it possible to contact only a liirited number of

fishermen. It was found that the most reliable census could be made by

having the observer place himself in a position from which he could ob-

serve all fish being caught by bridge anglers. The current of the river

concentrates the fishing activities on the downstream side of the bridge.

A vantage point such as Fishing Bridge dock allowed the observer to see

all anglers on the downstream side of the bridge. The count of the num-

ber of fish landed on the bridge was made by the hour, while on the half-

hour, a count of the number of rods actually engaged in fishing was made.

Assuming the count of rods approximated the niimber of fishing hours, this

number, along with the catch, was used in calculating the catch-per-unit-
effort. This method of census does not allow for a measure of the number

of parties or persons, but neither are essential in calculating the

catch-per-unit-effort, the measure of the relative condition of the

fishery.

Using the nethod described above, the 19^0 and 1951 estimates are

believed to be as accurate as any method which would be feasible. An

observer was on duty at Fishing Bridge from 5^00 a.m. until legal fish-

ing ceased at 9^00 p.m.j thus, few if any fish taken on a census day were

not accounted for.

For each 2-week period. Fishing Bridge was censused four times, and

estimates for each period were calciilated. The results of the two years

of census of Fishing Bridge are shown in table 11, Hate of catch-per-
unit-effort for each year are the mean rates for all 2-week periods in

the census.

Table 11

Creel census results. Fishing Bridge, 1950-19^1

Census Estimate

Year

1950

1951

Rod Hours

3,li08

10,395

Catch

556

1,6U7

Catch-per-
man-hour

0.16

0,18

Total Rod
Hours

39,371.6

Itl, 613.0

Total Catch

8,976

8,938

The results of the estimates are surprisingly close. As has been
shown previously, the results of other aspects of the Yellowstone Lake
fishery have also been very close, and statistical tests have shown them

not to be significantly different. There is again no indication of any
change in the condition of the fishery as might be demonstrated by the

activities of the Fishing Bridge angler success.
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It is interesting to note that the success of angling from Fishing
Bridge is very closely associated with the movements of fish both to smd
from the lake by way of the Yellowstone River. This movement has been
recognized by tagging studies in the river and the lake* As the bridge
is closed to fishing until July 1 of each year, a very early or very late
migration of fish under the bridge would most certainly show in the results
of the census. This run of fish is usually at its peak in Jiilyi thus, if
the run were two or three weeks early due to a mild winter with early
melting of snows and warming of the water^ the success of angling from
the bridge would be considerably reduced* The migration of fish is quite
clearly reflected in the catch-per-unit-effort plot for 2-week periods in

1951 (fig. 9)0 This shows the rate to be hi^est in July, followed by a

rapid decrease to the middle of August where it remains relatively con-
stant for the remainder of the season. Moving the plot to a position
three weeks earlier, one can visualize the decrease in success of fishing
from the bridges

LAKE SHCRE CENSUS

This unit of the fishery consisted of approximately thirty rrilles of
shoreline adjacent to the highway between West Thumb and a point six
miles east of Fishing Bridge (fig, 1), During the 19^0 season, the ob=
server traveled this distance twice every third day in making the census.
One-half of each census day was spent in traveling the thirty miles in

one direction and the other half in returning over the same route. During
this time he contacted all available anglers along the shoreline. For

making comparisons with other stations, these data were also grouped into

2-week periods.

Because of the fact the 1950 census method did not provide for a com-

plete coverage of the lakeshore unit, it was fundamental that a more re-

fined and efficient method of making the shoreline census be developed.

With the aid of a statistical analyst, a new method of census was planned

for the 1951 season. The 1950 data were revised in the light of the 1951
findings. The new method showed that 20 percent of shore anglers were

contacted in 1950, in contrast to 50 percent previously assumed.

The new method was based on what are termed complete and incomplete

censuses, each of which was conducted four times during each 2-week

period, A complete census required the observer to remain at one loca-

tion during the entire day and to record the time of arrival and depar-

ture of each fisherman in a defined area. The time of the catch of each

fish by each fisherman was also recorded. Thus, a pattern of fishing

effort by hours, catch by hours, effort per fisherman, and catch per

fisherman was obtained. Four such locations were chosen for complete

censuses which represented different degrees of fishing pressure along

the lake shore, the average of which was assumed to be representative of

fishing conditions along the entire shore fishing area. Due to changes

in fishing pressure over the season, it was necessary to adjust the com-

plete census areas in order to maintain the average condition desired

from the complete censuses,

19
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The four incomplete censuses conducted during each biweekly period
were merely counts of the number of fishermen seen every hour while driv-
ing the thirty iriiles of fishable shoreline. Ideally, the driving trip
took four hours, with two trips made during the afternoon and two trips
made in the morning, of each biweekly period. The morning and afternoon
trips started from opposite directions. At some locations along the
shoreline, it was necessary for the observer to walk to a vantage point
from which he could see the area not readily seen from the highway. Such
areas were few in comparison to the entire shoreline, and the time spent
at such locations was distributed somewhat randomly by reason of the dif-
ferences in direction and time of incomplete censuses. The only quantity
recorded by the observer when conducting the incomplete census was the
number of fishermen seen during each hour of travel.

The data gathered by the complete and incomplete censuses made it
possible to estimate the total hours of fishing effort, the total num-
ber of fishermen, and the total catch of fish for each 2-week period of
shoreline fishing, E^ substituting the appropriate data in the formula
below, the total hours of fishing effort were calculated;

Nh-ro JL_±_H_ J K^i
H

1-1 1

where the following notations were used:

N — estimate of number of hours (N^, — estimate of catch)
(Nj — estimate of fishermen)

H — number of hours of fishing effort recorded in the complete
census (data from the four complete census are combined and
in calculation considered as one large census), (E number

of fishermen, C number of fish taken),

D - number of days in the 2-week period

d — niimber of days of incomplete census

a — number of fishermen recorded in the complete census

^11 "Z number of fishermen counted during the i"*^" hour of incomplete

census necessarily at the i^" length of shoreline

Fj_ - number of fishermen contributing to Hj^ fishing hours

"^ — the sum of

Thus, % - R
jj

and N^ - C

H h H '^ h
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In using the above formula, there was presented a misleading interpre-

tation of the number of fishermen. The calcialated number was not truly-

representative of the number of fishermen, but of the number of "stops"

along the shoreline comparable to the duration of the "stops" of fishermen

within the complete census areas. The calculated number of fishermen

was thus considerably high. By interviewing a sufficient number of

anglers to gather data on their average fishing time, it will be possible

to adjust this estimate so as to be more representative of the true number

of fishermen.

With the formulae above, estimates for the shoreline fishery for the

19^1 season were calculated. Results of the revised 1950 and 19^1 season

are shown in table 12, The rates of effort and catch-per-unit-effort for

the two years are mean values of rates calculated for all 2-week periods
for each year.

Table 12
Besults of shoreline census, 1950 and 1951

Catch-per-fish-

Year Wo, fishermen No. hours No. fish Effort erman hour

1950 50,260 85,281 55,370 1.79 0.6o

1951 llli,7i;3 120,651 i;8,965 1.30 O.U

As there is no method of determining the comparability of the results
of the two seasons of shoreline fishing because each was derived by a
different method, any conclusions must necessarily be based on the above
figures. It is ^parent that a considerable increase in effort was ex-
pended in 1951 to catch less fish than in 1950. The rates of catch-per-
unit-effort verify this and indicate less fish being available to the

shoreline fishermen in 1951 (fig. 10),

Table 13 is a summary of the 1951 estimates of hours of effort and
of catch by 2-week periods. The standard deviations as shown are not
derived from actual variances, but rather from variance estir.ates of N.

and Nq based on the internal variation within the complete census. These
variances fail to include the sampling distribution of the Kj_i, and are

therefore, strictly speaking, not actual variances. The random variables
used to compute the "variance estimates" of Nh and Nc are, respectively,
the length of time fished by each fisherman and the catch by each fisher-
man. There is no corresponding random variable for the count of fisher-
men, and the calculated number is simply a straight ratio estimate of Nf,
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Table 13

Estimates of total hours and total catch,

with variances and standard deviations for each 2-week period, 1951

SHORELINE - 195l

Period



The original 1950 estimate for the trailer-type boats was based on
the 1888 boat permits issued by the National Park SeiTTice. From obser^
vations and contacts with this type of boat fisherman^, it was presumed
that each boat took at least one limit of fish per day's fishing* As
some boats are used on the lake for only one or two days and others for
two weeks or longer^ it was further presumed that the average number of
days of fishing on the lake was three.

Bealizing the limitations of the 1950 estimate, a more extensive
survey was made in 195le For collection of more accurate data^, a vol-=

unteer creel census for trailer-boat anglers was set up in 1951 • A
card with questions pertinent to the study was attached to each boat
permit issued. The cards were to be turned in. at the gate as the party
left the Park, Of the 2056 boat permits and cards issued^ the returns
totaled 6l7j, or 30 percent*

At the same time, and as a check of the validity of the volunteer
card returns, road blocks were set up one day each week^ and all cars
with boats were stopped. The road blocks were so placed that only cars
leaving the Park were stopped; thus, only these boat fishermen who had
completed their fishing activities were interviewed. The same and ad=
ditional information requested on the volunteer cards was gathered con=
cerning the use of the boat on Yellowstone Lake, Sunday was generally
chosen as the day for the road block because many of the boats on
trailers are brought into the Park from nearby areas for weekend fishing
only.

The season of 1951 was divided into four periods of approximately
one month each, and the results of the volunteer census and the road
block were compared. For each period the means were calculated for the
number of days of fishing on the lake, the number of persons fishing
from the boats the number of hoiurs the boat was used each fishing day^
and the catch-per-hour of fishing. The application of the "t" test to
the l6 possible comparisons indicated no significant difference in 13
cases (table lii). Two of the three differences were in the number of
hours the boat was used each fishing day, and the third difference was
in the number of persons fishing from the boat. As the majority of the
values of "t" were not significant, it was concluded that the results of
the two methods be considered as the same. Because the amount of data
from volunteer census cards was considerably greater than that of the
road block interviews, the results of the cards (table 15) were used in
computing the trailer boat estimates for the 1951 season.



Table lU

Mean number of days fishing on the lake, number of
anglers in boats, hours of fishing per boat day, and

catch per fisherman hourj road block survey and
volunteer census cards, private trailer boats, 1951

«

Source



Table l5 indicates that if the 1950 and 195l seasons are comparable,

which is suspected by the closeness of the results of other boat fishing

activities, the assumption of an average of tbjree days on the lake foi'

each boat in 1950 was fairly close to the calculated 2o86 days in 195lo
The assumption of one limit of five fish per day per boat was greatly
divergent from the calculated twelve fish per day of 1951 <>

Tb.e road block data showed that only 78 percent of the boats
stopped were used on Yellowstone lake, the others being used on Lewis
and Shoshons Lakes, with a few just passing through the Parke It

could, -cherefore, be assumed that 78 percent of the total number of

boats to which permits were issued were used on Yellowstone Lake, and

this number be used as the basis for calculating the catch estimateo

Revising the assumptions made for the original 1950 estimate, it could
now be more logically assumed that the two seasons were comparable and
e.'Stim.ates calculated accordingly (table l6)o

Table 16

Estimates of total catch by

private trailer-type boats for 1950 and 1951

Permits Boats used Ave, days Ave. catch
Year issued on lake of fishing per boat day Estimate

1950 1,888 l,li73 2c85* 12* 50,377

1951 2,056 1,601 2o85 12 5ii,857

(«• Kates assumed to be the same for 195l«)

There are several reasons to believe that the above estimates are

very conservativeo Road block census results show that roughly ^0 per-
cent of the trailer-boats are brought into the Park from the states of
Utah and Wyoming, Many of these boats are brought in for use on Yellow-
stone Lake from one to many times each season. As the one boat permit
issued on the first visit is valid for the entire season, there is no

co'unt of the num.ber of actual boat trips, but only of the member of per-
mits issuedo Interviews with boat ovjners at road blocks also showed
that a considerable number of boats were without permits o Boat owners
were often requested to obtain their permits from the Lake Ranger
Station, and in many instances this was not donee It is thus impossible
to estimate the number of boats without permits used on the lakeo The
number, however, is believed to be highly significant in making the true

estim.ate of catcho In view of these limitations, the estimates are con-
sidered very conservative, an.d plans for futiire study wi].l include col-
lection of sufficient data for more accurate estimates of this uniji of

the Yellowstone Lake fishery

o
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The 1950 estimate of catch by larger private boats moored at Lake
Dockj Fishing Bridge, and V/est Thumb is based mainly on a record of the
fishing done by one of approximately 15 boats of this type on the lake.
This boat reported having caught 1,205 fish from June 3 through
September h* As this is known to be one of the more active private
boats, it might be assumed that each of the 15 boats took about 300 fish
during the 19^0 season. This would furnish an estimate of lijJOO fish
for the seasone

Since it was realized that there was a lack of accuracy of the 19$0
estimate, in 19^1 boat owners were contacted and two of the largest and
most active boats with resident boat operators kept accurate records of
their seasonal catches. The Lake Dock manager, realizing the importance
of getting the private boat catch, kept an accurate record of the
catches of all other private boats moored at this dockc For the three
active inboard boats at Fishing Bridge and the two at West Thumbs the
same assumption for 19^0 of 300 fish per boat has been made for the

1951 estimateo These data provide an estimate for the season as follows

2

Source Catch

Private boat records (two boats) 2^1i70
Dock manager record (four boats) 1,082
Estimate (three boats at Fishing Bridge Dock) 900
Estimate (two boats at West Thumb dock) 60O

^7052

Combined with the estimate for the private trailer boats for the
two seasons, the total catch estimates for the private boat fishery on
Yellowstone Lake would amount to 511*877 for 1950 and 59,909 for 1951o
Unfortunately, in deriving the estimates as they were„ there is no mea-
sure of the rates of effort or catch-per-unit-effort upon which to

judge the change in relative condition of irhis unit of the fishery.

YELLiaWSTQNE RIVER

Because tagging experiments have indicated that trout move freely
from the lake into the river, and vice versa, it has been assumed that
the fish taken from the river above Yellowstone Falls^ a natural barrier,
are of the same population as those fish taken from the lake. During
the 1951 season, the river fishery was censused in the same manner as

the lake shore, that is, by four complete and four incomplete censuses
during each two-week period. Using the same formulae as for the lake
shore estimates of total hours, fishermen and catch were made fcr the

river fishery for the 1951 season (table 17)

e
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Table 17

Results of Yellowstone River census, 1951

Fisherman Average Catch-per-

Year Fishermen Hours Total catch effort fisherman-hour

1951 113,891 83,6li| 19,729 0.73 0.21;

As explained in the analysis of the shoreline census for 19^1, the

number of fishermen is not truly representative of the actual number of
fishermen. It is, however, an estimate of the number of fishermen
staying in one place and angling as long as was demonstrated by the com=
plete censuses for each two-week periodo Assuming the average total

fishing time in the 1952 season is no different from that of 1951, this
number can be adjusted from the results of futiire censuses so that it is

more representative of the actual number of anglers. The number of fish-

ermen as calculated for 1951 for the river fishery is probably more
divergent from the true number than is that for the lake shore. The
anglers on the river tend to keep moving along the river bank more than

do those along the shoreline; thus the average effort demonstrated by
the complete census for the river fishery is considerably smaller than
that of the shoreline,

A summary of the 195l estimates of hours of effort and of catch for
the Yellowstone River fishery is shown in table 18, Variance estimates
are subject to the same lirritations as discussed under the shoreline
fishery

,
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Table 18

Estimates of total hours and total catch,
with variances and standard deviations for each two=week period

YELLOWSTONE HTTER = 1951

Period Nv s2(Nh)

7/1=7/10
7/ll"7/2ii

7/25=8/7
8/8=8/21
8/22-9/U



Average catch-per-unit-effort values for each unit of the fishery

for the two seasons are also shown in table 19o Although not signif-

icantly different, the rates for the rental boat fishing activities

tend to be slightly higher in 195lc As the catch-per-uniife^effort is

considered a reliable index of relative fishing successc, it can be con=

eluded that on the average^ fishing was better in 19^1* although the

difference is not great enough to be statistically significanto

The results of the two years of extensive creel census on

Yellowstone Lake indicate that increasing fishing pressure is not at

the present time causing a reduction in the fish popu3.ationo Con-

tinuous increases in fishing pressure as have been demonstrated in the

years following World War II will show their effect on the fishery in

timeo There is^, however j, a maximum fishing pressure which can be maiR=

tained without serious detrimental effects to the fisheryo There is

nothing evident from the 1950 and 1951 creel census results to indicate

that this point has been reached. Biological studies on size and

growth of the Yellowstone Lake trout are being carried on in conjunction

with the creel census programo Results of these studies will provide

evidence of any change in average size or condition of the fish in the

catch or spawning runSo A reduction in average size also may be an in=

dication of over fishingc The entire Yellowstone project is designed

in such a manner that indications of failure of the fishery can be

readily recognized, and practices can be recommended which will provide

a sustained yield population of trout for superior recreational fishing.
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Table 19

Summary of number of anglers, catch estimates, and catch=per=unit"effort
of all units of Yellowstone Lake fishery, 1950 and 1951



MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION OF CREEL CENSUS ESTIMATES
YELLOWSTOJIE LAKE SHORELINE

The purpose of this section is to explain the details of the creel
census structure as done on Yellowstone Lake, Tlie primary components
of the structure are the complete census , which yields characteristics
of groups of fishermen in the fishery, and the incomplete census ^ wnich
furnishes a measure of the total fishing effort. The total catch and
total number of fishermen can be estimated from these (data) according
to the treatment which follows here,

THE COMPLETE CENSUS

The aim of the complete census is to obtain approximations of the
catch-per-unit-of-effort, average effort and catch-per-fisherman, and
frequency distribution of fishing effort for the entire Yellowstone
fishing group. These approximations can be deterndned by studying small
subgroups, if they are representative of the total fishing group. It is

practically impossible to choose samples that perfectly represent the
total group, because of the ever-changing pattern of angling distribu-
tion on Yellowstone Lake, A practical solution is the selection of four
areas, which when pooled are considered to be a representative sample of
the fishing population, both with respect to availability of fish and
fishing activity. During every biweekly period, each of these four
areas is observed for one entire fishing day. Randomization is sought
through a sampling schedule that treats each study area on a different
da^o The pooled observations are henceforth referred to as the com-
plete census, A sample complete census worksheet is given in fig-orellj

together with the numerical quantities which enter into the calciilations
and derivation,

THE INCOMPLETE CENSUS

In order to estimate the total number of hours of fishing effort
along the entire lakeshore during a given biweekly period, some mea-
sure of this must be found, A convenient measure is the count of fish-
er-men made by an observer driving along the lakeshore, tabulated accord-
ing to the time of day that the count is made. Since the frequency dis-
tribution is collected (from the complete census) in the pattern of an
hourly histogram, it is appropriate to divide the lakeshore into hypo-
thetical strips It , L2s L3, L[j, each strip being that area covered dur-
ing cne hour of the fovor hour driving trip. Thus each trip yields a
count for each strip.
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It is necessary to introduce a probabilistic adjustment to each
count, since the observer is unable to view an entire strip from a

single vantage point and make an exact counto The resulting number
is then adjusted, through the frequency histogram, to give an estimate
of the total nximber of hours of effort that would take place within
that strip in the entire fishing day.

Four driving trips along the entire lakeshore are made during
each biweekly period^ and their results are pooled in such a manner
as to give an average estimate of the total number of hours of effort
for the lakeshore during this periods

The total number of hours of effort is regarded as being the
fundamental quantity under considerationo M-ultiplying it by suitable
ratios^ estimates are made for the total number of individual fishermen
and the total catch for the biweekly period,,

NQTE m YELLeWSmNE RIVM

The sampling procedure for Yellowstone Lake lends itself well to

studying the fishing situation on Yellowstone Hivero There isj how=>

every one important change. The behavior pattern or river fishermen
is to fish in a number of locations, spending ar certain amount of time
at eacho The calculation for No, the estimated number of individual
fishermen on the river during the biweekly period, must be adjusted to

compensate for this tendency. Unaltered, it estimates the total number
of fishing stops within the periods It must therefore be divided by the

average number of stops made by each fisherman, in order to represent
the number of individual fishermen patronizing the fishery. An interview
scheme can yield the average niomber of stops per angler.

If we call this average number of stops per fisherman Xj then in

terms of the symbology of the subsequent mathematical treatment^

Nf.( adjusted for river) « H__

IK
Nf

where Nr. is given by a straightforward formula.
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Derivation of the Estimates and Variances

It is necessary to define the following quantities

:

General

Nj^ Estimate of the number of hours of fishing effort on lakeshore
during period of D days

.

Nf Estimate of the number of individual fishermen on lakeshore
during period of D days

.

Nc " Estimates of the total catch on lakeshore during period of

D days.

^ (Nh) Estimate of variance of N^ due to internal variation in the
complete census only.

s (Nq) Estimate of variance of Ng due to internal variation in the
complete census only.

D •* Number of days in the period under consideration. (In the case
of the Yellowstone Lake and River censuses, D = lU«)

T " Length of time unit in which the data are classified. T =

1 hour in this study.

Complete Census

Hj^ " Number of hours of effort counted during the i'''^ hour.

Hr Number of hours fished by the r'th man during the entire fishing
day,

H » S H^ « 2 H " Total number of hours of effort recorded during
i -' r

~

during the complete census.

Cr " Total (day's) catch for the r'*'^ man.

i " Index of hour. i=l, 2, ..., I.

I Total number of hours during a fishing day.

r Index of fisherman, r = 1, 2, ..., R.

E <« Total number of individual fishermen in the complete census.
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^ " ? ^r * Total catch during the complete census,

Fj_ = Number of Individual fishermen contributing Hi hours of effort.

F - 2 Fi<,

C = C/R = Average catch for each fisherman in the complete census,

^r " H/fe = Average time fished by each fisherman in the complete
census

,

Incomplete Census

Double subscript conventions "ij"

i (first subscript) defines the location (ioO, that strip L^)
covered during the i''^^ hour,

J (second subscript) referes to the j'^^ hour of the day in strip
L^o The actual strip during this particular hour is denoted
by L^y The observer makes his observations on L^j^y therefore.

d = Number of "incomplete" trips made during the period of D days,

hj_^ = Number of hours of effort carried out during the j'^^ hourlyij
interval in L^, that is, L^i

fj_^ » Number of individual fishermen contributing hj_j hours of fish-
ing effort to L^^o

kj^i » Actual count of fishermen, made while covering L^^.

tjj Total time fished by the k'^^ fisherman, in some given region
along the lakeshore,

E(ti^) = E(t) = Expected time fished by any one fisherman, [E(t) can

be thought of as an average , taken over all possible fisher-
men. It will eventually be replaced by the approximation. Ho]

Pjj « p « Probability of observing the k " fisherman in L^^,

H^ "2 h^^o (Corresponds to H in the complete census,)

Ff " 2 f. . (Corresponds to F in the complete census,)

It should be noted that there are usually two elements h^^, two
elements f^^, and two elements k^-, since the i hour will (generally)

be included twice in the incomplete sampling scheme during each biweekly
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period. The symbols h^±, 1"^^, and k^. must therefore be Interpreted (for

computational simplicity) as h^^+hV^,
^{^^^'l^) '^li+^iiJ

respectively.

In order to clarify the meanings of the quantities pertaining to

the complete census, a sample complete census worksheet , together with
various marginal summaries, is given in Figure 11.

6 7 8 9 14 15 16 17 Hr Cr



Let us consider the frequency histograms for the count of fishermen
per hour in the complete census and in Lj^, and make the reasonable assump-
tion that they are the same; that is,

F- f . f • .

Furthermore, let us assume that

.*

ri I' °^ "i I ^ (^°'

i

C - „» D ^ H ^* DH ^ hi ^ DH ^ ^ii .^
,Then K " ^ 2h. «-S-F. "^rS rr— F - — 2. —- (i)

h d 1 d F 1 dF Fj_ d F^^ ^ ^

We can now express Nq and N^ approximately by

1

f
and Nf-^Nu- — 2-ii (3)

^ H ^ d Fi .

In order to calculate unbiased variance estimates for the total
number of hours of effort, N^j and the total catch, N^, it is necessary
to know a great deal more about the sampling distribution of the count

of fishermen than is now known. Exact variance estimates could be con-
structed, but they would be of doubtful value, due to the artificial
nature of the assumptions that would have to be made. Instead, variance

estimates are derived which consider only the variation within the

complete census information. These variances may be regarded as being
minimum,

f . .

Let us now define Xj^ « _ -11, so that N^^ - Z x^. We can rewrite
d F^ i

Xi as xi - ^ Ij. 5- fii, where 1!^, - H/feo

i
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If the various x^ can be regarded as being independent (in the

probability sense), as we assume they are, then the variance of N^ can

be expressed as

var(Nj^) " var(2xi) - ;^var(Xj_). (U)

But var(xi) "^ (^)^ var(Hr)

2 2 f
2. . dV . ii.2 2- . ,^.or s (xi) - -^ (— ) s (Hr) (5)

Now, since s (T?j,) - — s (Hj.), (5) becomes
R

s2(xi) -0^ (£ii)2 s2(Hr)
d^ F^

and (U) gives us

2,„ ^ R D^ ^/iiv2 r« 2 <SHj.)'

(Nh) - RZi^^CpT^) ISHr R ] (6)

when we insert the well-known formula for the sample variance, s'^(Hj.).

In a similar manner, we find

2,, . R D^ ^/^iiN2 r_^2 *^^r) .

" (^^c) Rii d^
SCjT-) Escr--Y-]

It will be seen from the complete census worksheet that we have no
variable corresponding to the actual count of fishermen; the case is

simply that of tallying those that are seen. Consequently, we have

nothing to correspond to the variables Hj, and Cj., and it is therefore

impossible to construct a variance estimate for N^.

Now although we have expressed all our estimates in terms of ^j_-^,

this is a number which v/e do not know. We must estimate f^j_ from kii,
which is our actual count.

Consider Figure 12, which represents the fishing situation in L^
during the census hour, that is, Lj^^.
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t= AXIS OF TIME IN HOURS DRIVING PATH
CONSTANT SPEED

>-X = AXIS OF DISTANCE

Lj+I—

Figure 12, Fishing situation in L^ during the census hour.

Each verticle line represents a fisherman. The position of the line
along the X-axis (of distance) establishes the fisherman's location, and
its position and length relative to the t-axis (of time) establish the
time interval that the man fishes. The number of individual lines which
extend within the rectangle constitute f^i- The number of intersections
of the diagonal driving path (idealized to be a path of constant speed)
with the verticle lines is our count kii*
must lie within the indicated rectangle.

Clearly, these intersections

In the case of the Yellowstone Lake census, T 1 (hour). In
certain cases, however, it might be necessary or advisable to consider
a frequency histogram (complete census) divided into cells of width T
(hours) each; hence the general treatment is presented, here.

by.

The probability "p" of observing the "average" fisherman is given

(8)
f.11

and it is this expression which we wish to evaluate.

Suppose the k*"^ fisherman contributes t^ hours of effort
(k - 1, 2, ..., f^3^). Let us replace Figurel* by an idealized situati<^
where each of the f^-^ fishermen fish the same expected time E(tjj) » E(t).
This gives us Figure 23

•
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The concentration of fishing effort depends on time, but if we
assume that for a given hour (that is to say^ in any L±±) the fishing
intensity is independent of time [We are effectively doing this when we
choose our cell width to be one hour in the complete census

» ], and Li is

sufficiently large so that (on the average) a fisherman is equally likely
to fish at any location, then (8) becomes

, area abde , E(t) ,.
^ area acdf T+E(t)* ^^

^

and it should be mentioned that for greatest reliability, E(t) must be
small compared to To (This should be considered when selecting the value
of T for the experimento ) These various assumptions are equivalent to
saying that the distribution of dots within acdf is random j ioe. independ-
ent of time and location

o

Introducing the approximation E(t) = Hj. = H/R, equation (9) becomes

H/R H

T+H^i TR+H
(10)

Since (8) and (10) are equivalent, subject to our approximation, we can
equate them to obtain the estimate for fii, which is

f - ^ii « TR-t-H

ii p H

In terms of this expression, we can now rewrite equations (1), (2),

(3), (6), and (7) as

Nh - ^ (^) ^^ (11)

(12)

. d ^ H ^ ^Fi H ^h (13;

2

32(N,) -^ ^ (Si3)2 Z(^f Pd2 -^] (15)

These equations, (11), ooo, (1$), are our desired estimators.
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